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Bowen Island, October 6 2016

Special Committee on Electoral Reform
Sixth Floor, 131 Queen Street
House of Commons
Ottawa ON K1A 0A6
Canada

Re: Brief regarding Electoral reform 

Dear Member of the Special Committee on Electoral Reform:

I was born in the Netherlands and I can still remember the day I found a letter from the 
Netherlands Government addressed to me. The letter arrived shortly after I had turned 18 
years. It was a welcome into the circle of voters and it mentioned that I was now automatically 
registered as a voter and would receive my voting call card for the next upcoming election, and 
any there after. 

Since then I have voted in every election in the Netherlands, and have been represented 
in the Netherlands parliament by the political parties I voted for. This representation in 
parliament was not because I voted for the larger parties, often I didn’t, it is the electoral 
system of party list proportional representation ensuring that smaller parties are also 
represented in parliament ,and few votes are wasted. The voter turnout of 1998 of 73.3% has 
been the all time low, before and since it has been higher up to 88%.

I moved to Canada in 1999, and have been a landed resident since. My wife is Canadian 
and she has voted at every election as well, but in contrast to my experience with voting in the 
Netherlands, she was seldom represented in the House of Commons or provincial legislators. 
Clearly, I was taken aback when I first was informed about this, but than again I also assumed 
that all Canadians were bilingual. Due to strategic voting our family is currently represented in 
the House of Commons, but this representation is not one of our political ideas.

I have been active in helping Canada onto a more democratic path where political 
party/parties must have more than 50% of the vote to be able to govern and voters are 
represented in the Canadian parliament. 

My drive to help Canada is rooted in the appreciation for the courage and sacrifice  of 
Canadian soldiers during the Liberation of the Netherlands during the Second World War. This 
sincere appreciation is linked to the understanding I have acquired since moving here, that 
Canada was able to play this role, because it had access to the ‘fruits’ of land and resources it 
had claimed through the colonization of Turtle Island’s land and waters. 

What I learned about colonization, before and after I moved to Canada, have only 
strengthened this understanding that a great right to the Netherlands was made possible 
through a great wrong that was done to the people of Turtle Island, the First Nations of Canada. 

I understand and feel this wrong: My mother is one of the few surviving members of a 
Jewish family, that was decimated by the Nazis. Something very similar happened to the people 
of Turtle Island. They greatly suffered just because the British and French wanted the land they 
were living on. Many were murdered and many perished due to European diseases that, at one 
point were known to be lethal for indigenous people. To this day many still suffer greatly due to 
a deep rooted racism within Canada’s colonial society. 

Where this racism comes from, I do not know. But I do know that Canada and its people 
have a big problem that must be addressed: -Canada never broke or breached the treaties with 
the nation that did so much wrong to my family and many others, yet Canada and its people 



broke and breached many of the treaties it has with the First Nations of Turtle Island and 
caused so much suffering up to this day. 

Appreciation and respect would be expected towards the people who resided on the  
land that made Canada possible as a colony and colonial society, similar feelings of appreciation 
and respect I feel for Canada for its role of liberating my country of origin.

Slowly, Canada, its governments and its people, are coming to terms that they have to 
make right what is so wrong. That the time of exclusion is over and therefore moving away 
from an electoral system that excludes, is not only symbolic, it is one of the things it must do to 
liberate this society of its colonialism. Electoral reform is a part in this process of decolonization 
and reconciliation. 

During the last election, a majority of the parties, now represented with a clear majority 
in the House of Commons, have campaigned on changing the electoral system. The 
Conservative party didn’t and is now asking for  a referendum on electoral reform.  

Although a clear majority is present, I consider changing the electoral system something 
that should be supported by all. I sincerely feel that the task you have as committee member, is 
to lead Canada from being a colonial entity based on exclusion to a democratic society that 
respects all its residents and is based on inclusion. 

I can bother you with all the details of which electoral system works this way or that, 
but I won’t. Instead I have created an Citizen Preparation Form, attached to this brief, that in a 
number of straight forward questions helps people come to their preferred election system. 

The back page of the form would use the same design style and consist of clear, concise 
and non-biased information(text and illustrations) about different lection systems people will 
be asked to chose from during a possible referendum. 

I have created this form not as a static entity of how it must be. No, it is an idea I offer to 
you to show how something like this could be done, and be helpful and appealing to citizens.

I believe that the electoral reform and the possibility of a referendum provides the 
opportunity to include many in the decision making. It is an opportunity to educate many about 
the fundamentals of the democratic process and the election systems that would have their 
support. We must all stand behind a process that is fundamental to democracy.

Looking forward to your reply, I remain.

Sincerely,

Ir. J.H. Anton van Walraven

PS: Please note that the form is designed to be in colour and therefore I have sent a set of 
colour copies by regular mail to arrive shortly. 
PPS: Many thanks to Mr. Andre Chollat for helping me translate the form into French.

Background
Ingenieur degree Industrial Design (7 year Master), Technical University Delft, Netherlands (1984- 1991)
1992 – 1999 -Graphic design, industrial design and architectural IT consultant. 
2001 – 2009 -Staff forest campaign/volunteer coordination/IT, Wilderness Committee, Vancouver BC
2009 – present -Howe maker and Howe Sound protector

Attachments: ‘Citizen preparation form for the referendum on Electoral Reform’ and 
‘Formulaire de préparation des citoyens pour le référendum sur la réforme du 
système électoral.’






